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Project Name 
Traffic Flow Monitoring 

 
Project Goal 

The aim of this project is to detect traffic flow monitoring using computer vision,              
which is counting the number of cars, finding the speed of each car and the overall speed. 

 
Project Scope 

The project supports only one camera perspective, other perspective can be applied            
with a little adjustment. 

The scope of vehicle that can be detected are only cars on the lane of the road. 
 

Overall Method 
1. Capture an image from the video 
2. Use Sobel Edge Detection to detect cars 
3. Fill in the area using Union-Find Algorithm 
4. Apply Cars Detection Algorithm to contour cars 
5. Track Cars from previous steps 
6. Calculate the speed of each car 
7. Repeat Step 1. until done 
8.  

  



 

Tasks 

1. Perspective 
 

 
 
The perspective of the road causes many problems such that it’s hard to detect cars               

when the bounding boxes are in different sizes. This is important because each car’s real               
distance has to be calculated to find the speed. 

 

Solution : Transformation Matrix 
 

Goal 
Map the four points of trapezium in the image to the four points of rectangle with                

width = 95 pixel and height = 650 pixel 
 

 
 
How 
Let A : Transformation Matrix  

(xi, yi) : Pixel Coordinate 
(x’i, y’i) : Accurate Coordinate 

 



 

We can create the equation 

 

 
 
Substitute the pixel coordinate and the accurate coordinate, we get 

 
 
Use the transformation matrix above to find accurate coordinate with desired input pixel 
coordinate 

 
(x, y, 1) : Input pixel coordinate 
(x’/z’, y’/z’, 1) : Output accurate coordinate 
 
We can also find pixel coordinate from desired input accurate coordinate 

 
(x’, y’, 1) : Input accurate coordinate 
(x/z, y/z, 1) : Output pixel coordinate 
 
Using this technique, we get the result mapping image as below 

 



 

For more accuracy, use four transformation matrices for four lanes 
 

 
 
 

2. Background Subtraction 
 

Problem 
Traffic Jam causes the problem that Background Subtraction cannot be used to            

subtract cars from the road because the model would be updated with the color of the car so                  
the model was misguided which might also happen if the number of previous frames is minor 
 
Solution 

After plotting the histogram graph of the background model, the color of the road is in                
the middle of the sorted color value. So we use median instead of mean to calculate                
chromatic distortion and brightness distortion, also increase the number of the previous frame             
to 500 frames. The result is as shown below. 
 

          
      Background model using mean       Background model using median 
 

The algorithm to find background using median can separate into two methods.  
First, when the new image is going to be added, in each pixel has to be sorted again.                  

The problems of the first method are that it’s very slow ( O(n log n) in each frame) and it uses                     
large memory. This algorithm cannot use in real time, so we create a new thread to run it                  
separately. It will calculate the new background in every one hundred frames. 

Second, in each pixel has two heaps (max heap and min heap) to find the median. For                 
example, now, 17 is the median. If we add 14 and 8 in this pixel, we will have min heap that                     
has 9 nodes and max heap that has 7 nodes. So, 17 is added in the max heap and max heap                     



 

will have 8 nodes. After that, pop the min value in the min-heap, we will get 15 and the min                    
heap will have 8 nodes. So the new median is 15. This method can solve easily for each                  
frame ( O(log N) in each frame) but it also uses a large memory. 

 

 
 
3. Black and Gray Cars 
 

Problem 
Background Subtraction finds it hard to detect Black and gray cars on the road              

because their color is similar to the road. 
 

Solution 
Using Sobel Edge Detection instead of Background Subtraction to detect cars. 

 

             
 
 

4. Contour 
 

Problem 
After using Sobel Edge Detection with cv2.findContour to detect cars on the road, it is               

still hard to separate cars because of the size and the traffic. 
 

 
 



 

Solution 
Use Cars Detection algorithm with Sobel Edge Detection to detect cars instead 
 

Algorithm 
- There are four points to start on the road ( 4 lanes ) that are coordinate (215, 277),                  

(215, 293), (215, 322), and (215, 345).  
- The algorithm starts with coordinate (215, 277). 
- Warp the coordinate using the transformation matrix above and crop the image to             

have height 3 pixels and width 23 pixels to find the possibility of a car being in the                  
cropped image. 

- If the possibility of a car being in the cropped image is more than 50%, warp the                 
coordinate using transformation matrix above and crop the image to have height 25             
pixels and width 23 pixels to find the possibility of a car being in the cropped image                 
again 

- If the possibility is more than 50%, the algorithm has confidence that a car is               
in that area. 

- If the possibility is less than 50%, the algorithm moves the coordinate in the              
warped image by (0, 3). 

- If the possibility of a car being in the cropped image is less than 50%, the algorithm                 
moves the coordinate in the warped image by (0, 3). 
 

  
 

5. Fill in the Area 
 

Problem 
 

Edge detection cannot detect cars those have plane roof. So we have to fill in the area                 
for improving the cars detection algorithm by using union-find algorithm to fill in the              
background hole and find the foreground. 

 



 

 
  

After solving all the problems above, we get the result image as shown below. 
  

 
 

6. Track cars frame by frame  
 

Problem  
For calculating the speed of cars, we need to know where the car in the current frame                 

is, referenced by the previous frame. Unfortunately, Cars Detection algorithm has errors. It             
cannot detect some cars in some frames. Some algorithm has to be applied to handle this                
problem. 
 

First method 
Minimum distance centroid tracker 
 

Algorithm  
- Find the centroid of each car. (use the centroid to represent each car) 
- For the first frame, register all cars to the tracker. 
- For ith frame get new car list M and old car list N.  
- Calculate the distance between arbitrary (Mi, Nj) keep in array Distance. 
- Pick Distance[i, j] that have the minimum value. 
- Car Mi will be car Nj in next frame. 
- Mark Nj as used. 
- Repeat until done.  

 

Result 
This algorithm is not good since it uses a lot of time to track cars and it may track car 

in wrong ways such as cars move backward. 
 
 



 

Second method 
Find lower bound and predict disappeared cars. 

 

Algorithm 
- Convert all bounding boxes of each car to centroid (use centroid to represent each 

car). And also convert to accurate Y position for tracking  
- For first frame register all cars to tracker. 
- For i th frame get new car list M and old car list N. 
- Sort list M and N ascending. 
- For each Mi car find maximum Nj that lower than Mi or equal Mi. 
- If distance between Mi and Nj less than K, Mi car will be Nj car in next frame and 

mark Nj as used (K is acceptable value of translation of car in one frame). 
- Else mark car as disappeared. 
- Repeat until all cars have considered. 
- For each unused Nj car (new car) register as new car in tracker.  

 
Result 

Tracker is more precise and can predict disappeared cars. Example as shown below,             
cars in frame 2002 and 2003 , same ID will represent the same car in any two frames F 

 

 
 
 

 7. Find the speed 
After we track cars in each frame, we find the speed of each car 

 

Define RATIO = Real length of the road  /  the pixel length  
FPS = 23.98 frames  /  sec 
TIME = 5 frames  /  FPS 

 
Algorithm 

1. Get the centroid (x, y) of a bounding box 
2. Get another centroid (x, y) where that car is in 5 frames behind. 
3. Warp that two coordinates to the accurate coordinates 



 

4. Calculate the euclidean distance into pixel distance 
5. Real distance =  pixel distance * RATIO 
6. Speed = real distance / TIME 

 
Conclusion 
 

Bounding Boxes 

Recall : 82.37 % 

Precision : 93.82 % 

 

Example result from the overall video 

 
 

Future works 
- Improve the algorithm for detecting cars, tracking cars and reducing the time used in              

the calculation for better performance. 
- Study the algorithm to control the traffic light with input traffic density and average              

vehicle speed on the road. 
- Implement traffic light control algorithm to control traffic flow for better traffic            

management.  
- Evaluate car tracking algorithm 

 
 
 


